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SSG Emerging Issues List
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Alternate Futures for Benefits and Services
Cemeteries in a Social Media World
Changing Nature of Warfare
Ethics
Future of Government Communication
Future of Health IT
Generational Impact
Identity Management
Inspiring Innovation
Malignant Cyberspace
NCA's Future: Exploring Cemetery vs Shrine
Personal Data Technologies
Research and Development
The Challenge of a Mobile Enterprise
The Future Client
The Future of Education
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Setting the Stage
Jean, a 42-year old VBA employee, is interviewing 23-yearold Brandon via video teleconference. The brother of an
Afghan War Veteran who uses VA services extensively,
Brandon sees VA as a place where he can help people like his
brother, while also developing customer service skills that
will make him more employable. After witnessing major
turnover of Millennials early in her VA career, Jean is
apprehensive about hiring a Millennial, but hopes newly
implemented programs will alleviate any preconceived
notions Brandon holds. She is pleased to see Brandon’s
enthusiasm when she describes VA’s mentoring programs,
rotational fellowships, and flexible, results-based scheduling
that would allow him to work just the hours needed to
accomplish his assigned tasks, and excitement about the
opportunity to work from any location with a wireless
connection.
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Developing a “Preferred Future” for VA
• Rise of Millennials appears to be an inexorable “metatrend”
• Strategic foresight methods help illuminate what the dynamics of
the future workforce logically will be as a result
• Strategic foresight methods also enable us to identify what the VA
response to those future workforce dynamics logically should be –
a preferred future VA approach to HR
The methodology we employed comprised six steps:
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Methodology in Detail
1. Frame the future environment by establishing assumptions to bound and
scope a notional future state set 5-15 years from now (2018-2028)
2. Identify trends and drivers through research and scanning that could
interact to cause the emergence of that future
3. Conduct research to identify prevailing expertise in the open-source
environment about Millennials and generational change in the workforce, and
related sub-trends to include conducting interviews with experts on workforce
issues and managing generational change in the workplace
4. “Red-team ” to identify gaps, weaknesses, and unconsidered issues
associated with the notional alternative future
5. Extrapolate and intermingle trends identified sub-trends to depict a
notional future VA workforce model – set in 2020 – and help the Department
consider what it might take to succeed in the future environment
6. Identify potential implications for the Department and areas where it
might conduct further analysis
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Trends Within the Metatrend
1. Search for meaning in the work they do
2. Crave immediate access to information
3. Seek constant feedback and collaborative
environments
4. Are highly educated and want to keep learning
5. Demand flexibility
6. Are hesitant to make decisions, or commit
7. Tend to be more informal than their predecessors
8. Question the status quo
9. Were shaped by a decade of uncertainty
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Trend Exploration – Preferred Future
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Indicators and Warnings – Help Enable Action

• Number of Millennial
applications

• Rate of change in Millennial
applications over time
• Millennial satisfaction

• Extent of Millennials taking
advantage of employee benefits
• Millennials recruiting
Millennials
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One means of
bridging the future
back to the present –
making strategic
foresight have
operational impact
Helps leadership
consider what they
are doing – or not yet
doing – to get to the
preferred future
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Implications – What VA Can Start Today to Do
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Lessons Learned
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